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Where am I?
Where am I? I am at a milestone in the long journey to learn the ins and outs of science. I am

writing and refining the last parts of this thesis to attain a PhD. Somehow it feels like the end of

a path, although it is just a certificate — a certificate that proofs the ability to perform self-reliant

science. While the ”self” is quite important, I would not stand here without the guidance and

support of the people I met at my journey.

I am grateful for all those who guided, taught, supervised, examined, entertained, comforted,

invited, amazed, motivated, enlightened, advised, distracted, scolded, debunked, exhausted,

attended, supported, dined with, joked with, laughed with, discussed with, watched with, pon-

dered with, celebrated with, stayed with, danced with, exercised with, chanted with, played with,

worked with, studied with, traveled with, dreamed up with, consulted with, cringed with, loafed

with, cheered with, cooked for, or listened to me. You helped me to overcome the inevitable

obstacles of this thesis.

Furthermore, I am much obliged to the reviewers of my thesis who found many typos, gram-

mar mistakes and brain twisters. They greatly aided me to improve the comprehensibility of this

work. Last but not least, I want to honor the efforts of my co-authors in this cumulative thesis,

wherefore I use the ”We” when I review our results.

You may ask for whom this work is, but that is a simple matter. It is a work of and for science!
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Abstract
How do we localize ourselves? Ever since GPS exists, it is common to know where we are

and how to get to our desired location. Unfortunately, GPS is unavailable indoors. Scientists

are looking for an alternative technology that can fill this localization gap. One approach is to

fuse knowledge about our environment and our movement measured with inertial sensors. A

particular difficulty of these sensors is that their pose (position and orientation) estimation error

grows over time. This so-called drift can lead to false estimations such as passing through a

wall. These false estimations could be corrected by using prior knowledge of the wall’s location.

In this work, I investigate how prior knowledge can be fused with inertial sensor measurements.

The practical aim of this thesis is to eliminate the drift without additional sensors.

I investigate three types of prior knowledge regarding the environment and the movement:

The human gait pattern, terrain maps, and event-domain maps. For all three types, I follow the

concept of modeling the prior knowledge as probability distributions of the system’s state. This

modeling enables the usage of standard probability-based algorithms to estimate the position

and orientation and to fuse the knowledge with sensor measurements.

The human gait is an alternating pattern of stance and swing phases. I show a new approach

based on the Interacting Multiple Model Filter that can detect the phase and improve the ve-

locity estimate of the inertial sensor. The approach automatically detects whether the sensor

measurements match the probability distribution of the stance or swing phase. Simultaneously,

it corrects the measurement errors of the inertial sensor by taking into account the probability

distributions. The evaluation shows the potential of this method, albeit further development is

required to outperform state of the art approaches.

Terrain maps define the height of a vehicle or a human given its position in the horizontal

plane. This can be modeled as a so-called pseudo measurement. We act like there is a sensor

that measures the height above the surface but always returns zero since there is no height

difference. In this way, a probability distribution is modeled that constrains the position to the

surface. I investigate terrain maps with the practical example of track cycling. I show that terrain

maps can yield full observability of the position and orientation; in other words, that they are

able to correct the growing error of the inertial sensor. Thereby, only the curved parts of the

track yield information about the position. As a result, the position can be tracked during 10km

drives with an error of 1.08m (RMSE).

Event-domain maps are a particular type of maps that specify where activities can be per-

formed. For example, it is only possible to climb stairs at staircases. I investigate this type of

knowledge at bouldering, where the climbers grip the holds of a route. The map represents a

probability distribution of possible grip positions. I develop a two-step method where the first

step estimates the transition between two holds. In a second step, the transitions are refined

using the event-domain map. The estimated error improves from 0.266m (median) to 0.132m

compared to an integrating solution without a map.

Overall, modeling the three types of prior knowledge successfully reduces the drift in all

cases. The human gait pattern can be utilized with a new kind of state estimator, which needs
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further investigation. The map-based types of knowledge correct the drift of the inertial sensor

in the experiments. For the terrain map, it is even possible to prove the correction mathemati-

cally. This shows that prior knowledge modeled as prior distribution is effective to estimate the

position solely with inertial sensors.
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Zusammenfassung
Wie orten wir Menschen uns? Seit es das GPS gibt, ist es zur Gewohnheit geworden, dass

wir immer und überall wissen wo wir sind und wie wir zu unserem Ziel kommen. Allerdings

ist das GPS in Gebäuden blockiert. In der Wissenschaft wird nach geeigneten Technologien

gesucht, um diese Lücke zu füllen. Ein Ansatz ist, genau wie wir Menschen, Vorwissen über

unsere Umgebung und unsere Bewegung zu nutzen und mit Inertialsensoren zu kombinieren,

da diese keine weitere Hardware in der Umgebung benötigen. Inertialsensoren weisen eine

besondere Schwierigkeit auf: Man kann mit ihnen die Pose (die Kombination aus Position und

Orientierung) berechnen, jedoch wächst der Fehler mit der Zeit immer weiter. Dadurch entste-

hen Abweichungen der Berechnung von der Realität, wie dass man durch eine Wand geht.

Mithilfe des Vorwissens über die Position der Wände, kann man diese Fehleinschätzungen

korrigieren. In dieser Arbeit untersuche ich, wie man Vorwissen effektiv zusammen mit Iner-

tialsensoren nutzen kann. Dabei ist das praktische Ziel dieser Arbeit den wachsenden Fehler

zu korrigieren.

Ich untersuche drei Arten von Vorwissen über die Bewegungsart und die Umgebung: Das

Gangmuster des Menschen, Höhenkarten und sogenannte Aktivitäts-Domänenkarten. Für

alle drei Vorwissensarten, folge ich dem Ansatz, Vorwissen als Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung

zu modellieren. Dadurch kann man klassische wahrscheinlichkeitsbasierte Algorithmen zur

Schätzung der Position und Orientierung nutzen und das Vorwissen mit den Messungen von

Sensoren fusionieren.

Das Gangmuster des Menschen ist ein Wechsel aus Steh- und Schwingphasen. Ich zeige

einen neuen Ansatz auf Basis des Interacting Multiple Model Filters, um diesen Wechsel zu

erkennen und die Geschwindigkeitsschätzung zu verbessern. Der Ansatz erkennt automatisch,

ob die aktuellen Messungen des Inertialsensors besser zur Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung der

Steh- oder Schwingphase passen. Zeitgleich korrigiert er die Messfehler des Sensors indem er

die vorgegebenen Verteilungen berücksichtigt. Die Auswertung zeigt das Potential der Meth-

ode; allerdings auch, dass noch weitere Entwicklung notwendig ist, um mit den etablierten

Verfahren zu konkurrieren.

Höhenkarten legen für jede Position in der horizontalen Ebene die Höhe fest, auf der sich ein

Fahrzeug oder ein Mensch bewegen kann. Dies lässt sich als eine sogenannte Pseudomes-

sung modellieren. Es wird so gehandhabt, als gäbe es einen Sensor der die Höhe über der

Oberfläche misst, jedoch immer 0 ausgibt. Dadurch modelliert man eine Verteilung mit hoher

Wahrscheinlichkeit für Positionen nahe der Oberfläche. Ich untersuche dies am praktischen

Beispiel des Bahnradfahrens. Ich zeige, dass die Höhenkarte volle Beobachtbarkeit der Pose

ermöglicht, d.h., dass der wachsende Fehler des Inertialsensors korrigiert wird. Dabei gibt

lediglich die gebogene Fläche der Bahnkurven Auskunft über die Position des Fahrrades. Beim

Bahnradfahren lässt sich so die Position auf 1.08m (RMSE) bei 10km Fahrstrecke schätzen.

Aktions-Domänenkarten sind eine besondere Kartenart, die angibt wo Aktivitäten stattfinden

können. So kann man beispielsweise nur auf Treppen Treppensteigen. Ich untersuche dieses

Vorwissen anhand des Boulderns, bei dem die Kletterer an den Griffen einer Route greifen. Die
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Karte lässt sich als Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung möglicher Greifpositionen interpretieren. Zur

Positionsschätzung entwickle ich ein zweistufiges Verfahren, bei dem zunächst die Bewegung

zwischen zwei Griffen geschätzt wird und diese dann mit der Karte der möglichen Greifpositio-

nen korrigiert wird. Der Schätzfehler liegt bei 0.132m (Median) was eine deutliche Verbesserung

gegenüber der kartenlosen Schätzung (0.266m) darstellt.

Insgesamt ist die Modellierung als Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung für alle drei Arten von Vor-

wissen erfolgreich. Für das Gangmuster des Menschen ergibt sich ein vielversprechender

neuer Schätzansatz, welcher noch weitere Entwicklung benötigt. Beide kartenhaften Vorwissen

führen in den Experimenten zur Korrektur des wachsenden Positionsfehlers des Inertialsen-

sors. Für die Höhenkarte lässt sich dies analytisch belegen. Damit zeigt diese Arbeit, dass

durch die Modellierung des Vorwissens als Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung die Pose allein mit

Inertialsensoren geschätzt werden kann.
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Where are you?

1 Where are you?

Where are you? A simple yet important question. One of the first questions in an emergency

call. Answering it is not as simple as it may appear. In the past, humans used maps to locate

themselves based on the landmarks they see [1]. Today, we can localize ourselves quickly using

the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), e.g., GPS. We can find each other based on

our coordinates or navigate to our desired location.

Knowing your position precisely is not only relevant for navigation. Individuals can benefit

from location-based services (LBS) such as location-based gaming or audio guides that always

know which masterpiece a person looks at [2]. Unfortunately, GNSS do not work properly

indoors since the satellite signal is blocked or deformed by the walls. Thus, answering where

you are inside a building remains a significant challenge, even today.

Indoors, we have to replace the GNSS signal. Researchers are investigating extensively

which technology can fill this gap. GNSS could be replaced by other sensor infrastructure,

which is well suited for indoor environments. There are systems based on Bluetooth, Radio

Frequency Identification (RFID) [3], ultrawideband [4] or flickering light bulbs [5]. These systems

require additional sensor setups, which are expensive. Instead, Inertial Navigation Systems

(INSs) can be used.

INS are based on Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) that measure acceleration, angular

rate, and often the magnetic field. The advantage of INSs is that most people already own the

necessary hardware because IMUs are integrated into most smartphones [6]. The acceleration

and angular rate measurements can be integrated to yield orientation, velocity, and ultimately,

position of the sensor. Unfortunately, this process only yields suitable results for 1-2 min [6]

since the built-in IMUs have low quality. While precise at short term, the errors of the IMU ac-

cumulate over time and grow infinitely, and thus, the estimate drifts apart from the true position.

It is like walking with your eyes closed. The longer you walk, the more you lose your way.

1.1 Localization with Prior Knowledge

INSs are often modeled as if they could move freely in 3D space. Thus, the error of the estimate

grows in all directions. But is it really true that an INS can move arbitrarily in space?

On the contrary, humans cannot move freely and we can use that to localize ourselves. With our

eyes closed, we would bump into walls or furniture. While this is inconvenient, it actually helps

us localizing ourselves (see Figure 1). Using our previously learned map, we can infer where

the bump happened. We can also infer our position without bumping into the environment. If we

did not touch anything, we walked a path without any obstacles. Thus, we can infer positional

information from our map and motion. With similar procedures, the INS can benefit also from

knowledge about the environment and dynamics.

The motion of humans has been extensively studied to reduce the IMU drift in Pedestrian

Dead Reckoning (PDR). The regular human gait has an astonishingly constant step length [6]

which can be used to correct the velocity drift. In so-called Step and Heading Systems (SHSs),
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1.1 Localization with Prior Knowledge

Figure 1: How humans could localize themselves by touch and their map of the environment.

The human touches a chair, wherefore he can estimate his position in the map.

Extracted from video at: http://www.informatik.uni-bremen.de/agebv/zavi

the steps and their heading are detected in the IMU data. The remaining position drift can be

reduced with building maps [7]. Consecutive steps reduce the possible locations on the map

since every trajectory crossing walls is impossible. The combined information from the gait

pattern and building maps can yield a location accuracy of 0.73m [7].

The constraints on the possible motion of the IMU are not limited to PDR. Cars drive in the

direction of their steering [8]. Usually, they are also constrained to stay on roads [9]. Similarly,

ships [10] and aircraft [11] are bound to route corridors. The segments of a body are linked

by joints [12]. Some type of constraint that contains knowledge about the system appears in

almost any application.

To correct the position drift of an INS, knowledge of the position is required since even the

best velocity estimation has minor errors that accumulate over time. In the literature, maps are

the most common source of position information. Building [7, 13–16] and route maps [9, 17–

21] are widely used as constraints on the position. Furthermore, terrain maps that contain the

height of the terrain [1, 22–24] and event-domain maps that match activities to locations [25]

can be used to improve the position estimate.

Prior knowledge can be used as a probability distribution of the state, the so-called prior dis-

tribution. The prior distribution contains the probability of each possible state, e.g., the position,

without using any measurement. For example, a building map is a prior distribution where all

positions inside the walls have zero probability. This concept has the advantage that probabilis-

tic state estimation algorithms can be used to optimally fuse knowledge with measurements.

Furthermore, the imprecision and uncertainty of the knowledge can be considered. It can be

modeled that vehicles can have a slight drift instead of driving forward [8] or that the foot is not

entirely at rest due to detection errors [26]. Although this concept is applicable to a wide range

of prior knowledge, ad-hoc solutions are often used.

In my thesis, I investigate three types of prior knowledge from the literature using the concept

of prior knowledge as prior distribution. My practical aim is to correct the drift of INSs without

additional sensors. It lies in the nature of prior knowledge that it is specific for applications, and

thus, ad-hoc solutions are used to apply prior knowledge. Instead, using prior knowledge as

prior distributions enables top-level investigation on algorithms to optimally fuse different kinds

2



Where are you?

of distributions with measurements [27–30]. Applications with the same knowledge structure

can benefit from any improvement achieved on the algorithmic side. Therefore, my methodical

goal is to generalize knowledge from the literature as prior distributions so that its usable in

probabilistic state estimation.

1.2 Contributions

I show that the human gait pattern can be modeled as a prior distribution to improve the velocity

estimate. The gait pattern can be separated into stance and swing phases. The foot rests on the

ground with zero velocity during the stance, whereas the velocity is nonzero during the swing.

In the PDR approach, the stance phase is detected and the velocity is updated with a prior

distribution close to zero, the so-called Zero-Velocity Update (ZUPT) [26]. However, not only

the stance phase may be assigned a prior distribution. In the swing phase, the foot accelerates

and decelerates back to zero velocity. Thus, the velocity is distributed more broadly, but still

close to zero (see Figure 2). Overall, this kind of distribution is multi-modal, i.e., the system has

multiple modes and each mode has its own prior distribution.

4 2 0 2 4
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Figure 2: The velocity of the human foot during gait as a multi-modal prior distribution.

Multi-modal distributions can be estimated with the well known Interacting Multiple Model

Filter (IMM). I apply the IMM to the human gait instead of using the ZUPT. I show that this

approach can estimate the gait phase and velocity simultaneously. The standard IMM is not

applicable to estimate the orientation of a system since it cannot handle the mathematical

properties of orientations. Thus, I first develop a generalization of the IMM for manifold states.

Furthermore, I develop an Extended Kalman Smoother (EKS) and Interacting Multiple Model

Smoother (IMMS) on manifolds to smooth the estimation. As a proof of concept, I evaluate my

IMM approach on a real-world dataset.

I show that terrain maps can be used in their basic form, i.e., as a prior distribution of the

position, to correct the INS’s position drift. Terrain maps give a relation between the position in
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1.2 Contributions

the plane and the height. Ground vehicles are bound to drive on a surface, which constrains

not only the position but also their velocity and orientation. In [1, 31], the trajectory’s slope is

matched to an inclination map instead of the terrain map and in [22, 23], a barometer measures

the height. Neither a barometer nor the conversion to an inclination map is necessary. I record

a real-world dataset and show experimentally that the INS drift is corrected with the terrain map.

Furthermore, I prove mathematically that the track’s terrain map yields full observability. To the

best of my knowledge, this is the first formal observability proof for terrain maps with INS.

I investigate how the unique event-domain maps can be modeled as a prior distribution.

Fundamentally, we expect map knowledge to be unconditionally valid since the map describes

the static environment. In some cases, we can retrieve our position in the map from certain

events. For example, it is possible to detect when a pedestrian opens a door, drives an elevator,

or takes the stairs [25]. These actions require infrastructure in the environment. Maps of these

infrastructures are used in Pedestrian Activity Classification (PAC) to aid position tracking. The

challenge is that the same event can occur at different positions. To find the correct event

location, at first, the events are detected. The walked distance and direction between locations,

i.e., the transition, is estimated and matched to possible transitions in the map. The matching is

conducted by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the Viterbi algorithm [25]. The map transition

is then used to estimate gait parameters like the step length.

The HMM approach to event-domain maps is elegant, but models the event locations as

single points instead of a prior distribution. It neglects that the event does not necessarily

takes place exactly at the event location. Instead, I develop an approach based on the Particle

Filter (PF) [32] that can perform the map matching implicitly. The PF can account for different

prior distributions, wherefore the method is a generalization. I record a real-world dataset with

27 participants and evaluate my approach.

Overall, my publications1 show how various types of knowledge can be used as prior dis-

tributions. All my publications build upon probabilistic state estimation methods. Thus, my

approaches can be transferred to other applications with knowledge of the same type. I show,

in practical applications, that the knowledge is capable of correcting the INS drift.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: I start with fundamentals of state estima-

tion with prior knowledge in Section 2. I show how prior knowledge is used as prior distributions

and which type of knowledge is considered in this thesis specifically. I introduce the concept of

observability and also show the standard INS model which is the basis for all my works.

In Section 3, I classify different types of prior knowledge based on their mathematical mod-

eling. I summarize example applications of the four classes of prior knowledge I identified. I

retrieve the hierarchic observability tree for INS with Degree of Freedom (DOF) knowledge. It

can be used to lookup whether a chosen prior knowledge can yield observability of the states.

I continue with the modeling of the human gait as a prior distribution in Section 4. It starts with

the generalization of the IMM for manifolds. The generalized IMM is used in a proof of concept

to show, that the human gait can be modeled as the prior distribution shown in Figure 2.

In Section 5, I investigate 3D terrain maps with track cycling as the example application.

1My publications are cited with roman numerals, e.g., [IV].
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Where are you?

I the review experimental and mathematical proof that the bike’s position and orientation are

observable through the prior knowledge.

I show my methodology to apply event-domain maps with ambiguity and the results on a

newly recorded dataset in Section 6. I use bouldering as an example application to show the

correction of the INS’s drift.

In the end, I summarize my work and show possible future directions.
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2 Fundamentals of State Estimation with Prior Knowledge

In state estimation, sensor measurements are fused using imperfect measurement models.

Furthermore, the measurements are disturbed by random noise. Therefore, it is not possible to

achieve a perfect state estimate. Instead, the Probability Density Function (PDF) p(xk), which

represents the uncertainty of the system’s current state, is estimated [33].

The uncertainty can be reduced with the measurements zk in the so-called update step. We

apply the Bayes theorem, which enables us to correct the PDF based on the sensor’s physical

principle, the so-called measurement model h. The Bayes theorem simplifies state estimation

because it automatically calculates the corrected state probabilities based on the measurement

model, even for indirectly measured states. The measurement model is used to compute the

measurement probability p(zk|xk) given the system’s current state. It is multiplied with the prior

distribution p(xk) to compute the updated state PDF p(xk|zk):

p(xk|zk) ∝ p(zk|xk) · p(xk) (1)

The system’s state can change between measurements. In order to account for this, a model

of the state change is required, which is called the dynamic model. It defines how the system

evolves over time given the dynamic input uk, e.g., the acceleration. In the case of INS, the

dynamic model integrates the measured angular rate and acceleration to orientation, velocity

and position.

With the dynamic model, the transition probability p(xk+1|xk,uk), i.e., the probability to move to

a new state xk+1 given the old state xk, can be computed. The transition probability is multiplied

with the measurement-corrected PDF:

p(xk+1|uk,zk) ∝

∫

p(xk+1|xk,uk)p(xk|zk)dxk (2)

This step is called prediction because it predicts the PDF at the next time step. Errors flaw

the dynamic model and dynamic inputs, wherefore the prediction increases the uncertainty of

the estimate. However, it allows connecting the measurements from different time steps.

The prediction and update steps can be performed alternatingly to fuse consecutive mea-

surements. The computed probability distribution p(xk+1|zk,uk) is used as the prior distribu-

tion p(xk) of the next time step.

My goal is to reduce the uncertainty of the state estimate with prior knowledge. The knowl-

edge can be applied at different points of the state estimation. I focus on knowledge about the

state itself, meaning the dynamic probability p(xk+1|xk,uk) but mainly the prior distribution p(xk).

In principle, this knowledge can be either used as the prior distribution p(xk) or to create a prior

distribution with higher certainty by combining the estimated pdf with the knowledge p′(xk+1) to

a new prior distribution:

p(xk+1) ∝ p′(xk+1) · p(xk+1|zk,uk) (3)

The creation of the combined prior distribution is a multiplication of two probability distributions,
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just like in the update equation (1). Thus, it is often possible to use prior knowledge like a

measurement - a so-called pseudo measurement [27, 29, 34].

In certain applications knowledge is used to improve the error models of the sensors. For

example, in radar tracking [35], terrain maps are used to identify challenging locations for the

measurements, such as locations where the signal is disturbed by echoes. Such knowledge

affects the measurement distribution p(zk|xk). I do not consider it in my thesis since it is applied

differently than prior knowledge of the state.

2.1 Observability of States

The state estimation uncertainty is counterbalanced by the prediction and update step. Since

the measurements are imperfect, a single measurement cannot fully correct the uncertainty of

the state estimate [36]. The uncertainty reduction depends on the certainty of the measurement

and the current certainty of the state estimation. The higher the certainty of the state estimate

compared to the measurement, the less the certainty is corrected.

In INSs without additional sensors, the measurements do not carry sufficient information to

balance the uncertainty introduced by the dynamics. The magnetometer measurement can only

correct the pose uncertainty which stems from the heading error but not from the acceleration

error. Thus, the uncertainties of the velocity and the position grow endlessly.

The growing error of INS is the reason to combine INS with additional sensors. However, not

all sensors are suited to correct the drift as their measurements may contain ambiguities [37].

For example, distance measurements to a single beacon cannot uniquely determine the rota-

tion around the beacon (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: The ambiguity of distance measurements. The distance between a beacon and a

driving vehicle is measured (d1, d2). A trajectory of the vehicle that is rotated around

the beacon yields the same distance measurements (faded version).

Whether or not a set of sensors can correct the growing error can be analyzed using the

concept of observability [37, 38]. A state is observable if it can be unambiguously determined

given a measurement series knowing the starting region2. Intuitively, a state is not observable

2Technically, this is local observability. A globally observable state can be unambiguously determined from the

measurement series without knowing the starting region.
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if it can change while the measurements zk and the dynamic inputs uk stay constant. The mea-

surement errors are ignored in the observability analysis since it is not possible to determine

the state unambiguously with noise. Nevertheless, it is relevant for real applications since the

state cannot be estimated in the long term with noise if it is not possible without noise.

The observability of nonlinear systems can be analyzed via the Jacobian rank test [38] or the

rank observability criteria [39]. Both observability tests build upon the inverse function theo-

rem [40]. The measurements are a function of the full state. The inverse of this function would

compute the states based on the measurements, which is the overall goal of state estimation.

Thus, if the inverse does not exist, the state cannot be estimated. The inverse function the-

orem simplifies the search for the inverse function. It states that the local inverse exists and

only exists if the Jacobian of the measurement equation with respect to the state is invertible.

Therefore, both observability tests check for the invertibility of the Jacobian.

The Jacobian rank test uses the time derivatives of the measurements to model a whole

series of measurements. Likewise, the rank observability criteria uses Lie derivatives [39]. The

advantage of the rank observability criterion is that it can run automatically and prove unob-

servability, whereas the Jacobian rank test can only prove unobservability if infinite derivations

of the measurement equation are considered. However, the definition of the rank observability

criterion is slightly more ambiguous because it requires sufficient excitation of all DOF of the

system, e.g., acceleration in the x-axis alone may be insufficient to observe the state. This is a

drawback for prior knowledge since DOF constraints specifically block certain DOFs that can-

not be excitated. Thus, it may be possible that a sensor measurement would yield observability

but not the pseudo measurement.

2.2 Standard Flat-Earth INS-Model

Throughout this thesis, I use INS that share a common state and dynamic model. For this

reason, I briefly present the standard system description.

INSs are deployed to estimate a moving object’s orientation, velocity and position. They con-

sist of an accelerometer, a gyrometer, and a magnetometer combined in an IMU and are often

combined with sensors like GNSS [41] or cameras [42]. The continuous state space Xc [43] of

an INS consists of the position ~pW , the velocity ~vW and orientation qI
W in world coordinates as

these are the states of interest. Furthermore, the continuous state contains the biases of the

accelerometer ba, the gyrometer bg and the magnetometer bm. These are disturbances of the

measurements that manifest as offsets. Thus, a state xk at time k is represented as:

xk =
(

qI
W ~pW ~vW

~ba
~bg

~bm

)T

(4)

This so-called flat-earth model ignores the Earth’s surface curvature, the Earth’s rotation and

assumes constant gravity [44]. My applications stay in one building, wherefore the curvature

and gravity change can be neglected. Furthermore, I use low-cost Microelectromechanical

System (MEMS) IMUs, which are too imprecise to measure the Earth’s rotation [45].
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The system moves over time, and thus, the state changes. The movement is estimated

by integrating the measured acceleration ~aI and angular rate ~ωI measurements to orientation,

velocity and ultimately to position. This is captured in the dynamic model g : X ×U 7→ X .

g(x,~aI, ~ωI) =

























qI
W ∗ exp

(

(~ωI−bg)·∆T

2

)

~pW +∆T~vW +0.5∆T 2~aW

~vW +∆T~aW

(1− ∆T
τa
)~ba

(1− ∆T
τg
)~bg

(1− ∆T
τm
)~bm

























⊞ εg, aW = qI
W ∗ (~aI −~ba)∗qI

W +~g, (5)

The acceleration and angular rate measurements are corrected with the biases. The exp(· · ·)

function [46] creates a quaternion that rotates the orientation according to the corrected angular

rate. The corrected acceleration is rotated into world coordinates where the gravitation ~g is

corrected. The biases are modeled as random walks with a constant decorrelation time τi [47].

In short experiments, the biases are modeled as constants because they usually change slowly.

εg ∼ N (~0,Σg) is the random error of this model compared to the true dynamics. It is applied

with the ⊞-operator (pronounced boxplus) [46], which is required since the orientation is no

vector quantity. I will go into more detail on the ⊞-operator in Section 4.1.1.

The magnetometer measures the local magnetic field ~mW (~pW , t) in sensor coordinates:

m(x, t) = qI
W ∗ (~mW (~p, t))∗qI

W +~bm + εm, (6)

where εm ∼ N (~0,Σm) is the random error of the magnetometer.

Depending on the application, additional physical properties are added to the continuous

state of the INS. Furthermore, in some applications, behavioral properties of the system like

is walking, is standing or is gripping are relevant. Using the notion of hybrid estimation,

these behavioral properties — also called system’s mode — can be modeled as the discrete

state space Xd [43]. The discrete state space is only represented with natural numbers N.
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3 Structural Characteristics of Prior Knowledge

Prior knowledge exists in many forms and shapes. Astonishingly, various types of prior knowl-

edge can be used with the same estimation algorithm since it constrains the state with the

same type of prior distribution. Thus, the knowledge can be characterized by its distribution

type [27, 30]. A challenge is that the identical prior knowledge can be modeled differently so

that it applies different distributions. However, this enables us to explain all types of distribution

models with a single example.

Let us try to model that a car drives on a street (see Figure 4). In a first attempt, we could

assume that the car always drives at the lane’s center (or that the lane has zero width). As

a result, the three position directions would be interdependent and could be computed from

the traveled distance along the road. This is called an equality constraint since we can find an

equality function.

Drivers are probably not capable of holding the car at the center exactly. Hence, we could

allow small deviations from the center position while the overall motion stays on it. The result is

a soft version of the equality constraint.

While it may be true that the cars are, on average, around the lane center, some drivers may

tend to drive on the left or right side. Thus, we can only say certainly, that the cars stay on the

lane. We can model this as an inequality that states that the car’s position is always right of

the left border and left of the right border. Hence, we call it an inequality constraint. Positions,

where even one wheel is outside the street, would be neglected.

(a) Hard equality constraint (b) Soft equality constraint

(c) Hard inequality constraint (d) Soft inequality constraint

Figure 4: The prior knowledge that cars drive on the street can be modeled diversely. It can be

assumed that the car stays at the center of the road (a). Small deviations δi towards

the road center can be allowed (b). The car can be allowed to be anywhere between

the road borders (c). The borders may be known imperfect (d).
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Although it is reasonable to assume that the cars stay inside the borders, this modeling may

neglect the true position of the car. The reason is that we do not know the position of the

street’s borders exactly. We can model this as a soft inequality constraint where the borders

are assumed to have an error [29]. Some positions are clearly on- or off-road, but positions

close to the border are indeterminate.

Prior knowledge usually applies soft constraints to the system. As [15] pointed out, there is

often some degree of uncertainty in prior knowledge. While the semantic information may seem

absolute, the numeric information cannot be obtained perfectly since it must be measured.

Nevertheless, hard constraints occur in mathematical structures like rotation quaternions [48]

or due to fundamental physical laws like the conservation of angular momentum [49].

Equality constraints constrain the DOF of the state space. The state can only change in a

specific direction, e.g., the car can only drive in the direction of the lane. Thus, I refer to them

as DOF knowledge. DOF knowledge can be modeled as a prior distribution like:

p′(x) = N (md(x);0,Σd) (7)

where md(x) is the constraint function.

Soft inequality constraints are rarely shown in the literature. In [29], states outside the bound-

aries receive a probability based on the frequency of constraint violations in the ground truth.

The softness of the constraint can stem from the inaccuracy in measuring the bounds. [15]. A

possible solution is two model the inaccuracy with Gaussians and to integrate over all possible

bounds. Apart from these works, only hard inequality constraints are used in the literature.

Hard inequality constraints can be modeled as:

p′(x) =







f (x), if mr(x)<= Br

0, else
, (8)

where mr(x) is a mapping function, Br are the bounds of the constrained region and f (x) > 0.

f (x) can be any probability distribution but is often chosen to be uniform. I call this type domain

knowledge since the prior distribution may allow a state domain that consists of multiple regions.

Each of these regions is defined by an inequality constraint.

In addition to its type, I categorize prior knowledge based on its validity. Let us think again

about cars driving on streets. We can assume that the cars stay at their lane. However, during

overtaking, they may leave it (see Figure 5). Thus, we would have to check that the car is not

overtaking to apply the knowledge. We may assume that certain knowledge is unconditionally

valid for some applications, e.g., a car is always on the lane if overtaking is forbidden.

The prior distribution of conditional knowledge is uniform if the condition is not met:

p′(x) =







f (x), if condition

c, else
, (9)

where c is a constant so that the integral of the prior distribution is 1.
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(a) Unconditional constraint (b) Conditional constraint

Figure 5: Cars only stay in their lane if they do not overtake others. Overtaking may be prohib-

ited (a) or allowed so that the car can be at the opposite lane (b).

In summary, prior knowledge can be classified based on two properties of its model:

1. The type of the constraint (DOF or domain)

2. The validity of the constraint (conditional or unconditional)

The properties influence the choice of algorithms to deploy prior knowledge in state estima-

tion and the analysis of the system’s observability. With these considerations in mind, I structure

various kinds of prior knowledge from the literature into four classes, as shown in Table 1. In

the next sections, I shortly present examples of prior knowledge from the four categories, which

observability tests are applicable and which algorithms are used.

Table 1: Prior knowledge structured by constraint type and validity.

Type DOF constraint Domain constraint

U
n

c
o

n
d

it
io

n
a

l

Route map [50–53] Traversal maps [7, 13–16, 54]

Known destination [55, 56] Traversal map SLAM [57]

Link connections [12, 58–63] Max acceleration/velocity [11]

Vehicle constraint [8, 64, 65] Route width [29, 66]

Underwater dynamics [67] Corridor heading [68]

Terrain maps [1, 22–24, 31] Maximum distance [69, 70]

Low acceleration [59, 71]

Constant position/slope [59, 65]

Border avoidance [72]

C
o

n
d

it
io

n
a

l

Route maps [9, 17–21, 73] Event landmarks [25, 74–77]

Gait cycle [26, 78–80] Event landmark SLAM [81–83]

Stationary updates [60, 84, 85]

Freefall dynamics [86]

Multiple dynamics [10, 17, 87–89]

Floor properties [90]

Minimum distance [91]

Wall contact [92]

Vertical acceleration [93]

Corridor heading [94]
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3.1 Unconditional DOF Prior Knowledge

The non-holonomic vehicle constraint of [8] is a widely used unconditional DOF prior knowl-

edge, even in systems without an IMU. Wheeled vehicles can only drive forward wherefore

their velocity and orientation are dependent. This is often modeled as zero velocity in the lat-

eral directions. It has been shown that this prior yields observability of the IMU biases, the body

velocity, and the inclination if the vehicle drives a curve [95, 96]. This stems from the centrifu-

gal force that relates acceleration with velocity and angular rate. On flat ground, vehicles also

have low acceleration in the z-direction and mainly change their heading [65]. Other vehicle

types, like underwater vehicles, have their own specific dynamics that can be exploited as prior

knowledge [67].

Orientation estimators use the accelerometer to measure the direction of gravity. It is often

assumed that the accelerometer measures only gravity [71]. It has been pointed out that this is

an assumption of low acceleration [59].

Not only the acceleration can be low, but also the position change, e.g., when walking in a

room [59]. On flat grounds, vehicles have a constant height, and on streets, the slope usually

changes gradually [65].

The segments of the human body are connected via joints. Thus, IMUs on two connected

segments measure the same acceleration and angular rate except for the lever arm and the

joint rotation. The acceleration [12] and velocity [97] at the joint can be estimated by each IMU

separately, but must be equal. This is used as an equality constraint and allows to measure

each segment’s inclination and relative heading. By placing IMUs at each segment, the com-

plete body posture can be estimated. This knowledge applies to any joint-connected segments,

such as sway cranes [62].

It is not strictly necessary to place the IMUs at every segment. The relative orientation of

three segments connected by two nonparallel hinge joints can be estimated with only two IMUs

if the motion excites all DOF [98]. In [61], statistical models of the joint motions are used to

estimate the complete body posture with only 6 instead of 17 IMUs.

In [53], the flight route information is used to model the expected dynamic behavior. Further-

more, route information can be used as knowledge about the position. A train rail constrains the

train onto a curve in the 3D space [52]. Cars are constrained to stay on the road [50]. Building

maps can be simplified to route maps by assuming a small corridor width [51]. Not only the

full route map but also the destination of the trajectory can be used, since it defines the overall

dynamics of the system [55, 56].

More complex route information in the form of terrain maps can also improve the estimation

results. A barometer’s height measurement [22, 23] or height difference measurement [24] can

be fused with the terrain map to find the position. In [1, 31], an inclination map is combined with

an IMU as the only sensor to correct the INS drift.

Although map borders are usually domain knowledge, they can be used to constrain the DOF

of the dynamic model [72]. Crewed vehicles do not violate map borders to avoid crashes. Thus,

the dynamic behavior contains information about the relative position to a border.
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The observability with DOF knowledge can be tested by standard observability tests, e.g., the

Jacobian rank test [38] or the rank observability criterion [39]. The equality constraint function

can be seen as a perfect or pseudo measurement [27, 34]. The idea is to act as if a sensor

exists, which measures the constraint’s error, e.g., the distance to the route. Since we assume

that the constraint always holds, the distance is always zero. Thus, no real sensor is needed.

With the pseudo measurement equation, the observability can be tested.

The usage of equality constraints in state estimation has been extensively studied [27, 28,

30]. Several approaches exist to incorporate the constraint. One approach is to incorporate

the constraint into the system’s model by model reduction. This approach is mainly suited for

hard knowledge or soft knowledge with only little variance since no constraint violation can

be modeled. Another possibility is to project the state estimate and the process noise on the

constrained surface. It is also applicable to soft constraints by projecting only into the direction

of the constraint.

In this thesis, I use the pseudo measurement method, which is also used for the observability

analysis. The constraint is introduced into the system as a measurement. This allows to univer-

sally use constraints in unmodified state estimators that can use measurements, e.g., Gaus-

sian estimators such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)

or least-squares estimators. The main drawback of the method is that the errors of pseudo

measurements are correlated, wherefore a bias is introduced into most estimators.

3.2 Conditional DOF Prior Knowledge

Systems often repeatedly go into stationary modes. In these, the systems have zero veloc-

ity and zero angular rate. Stationary updates of the angular rate yield the gyrometer biases

observable and the accelerometer bias can get observable if the INS rotates between ZUPTs

[99]. The body velocity can be observed from the ZUPT, but the heading, and thus, the world

velocity is unobservable. Stationary updates can even be used to calibrate IMU parameters if

nine distinct attitudes are used [100].

During the stance phase of the human gait, i.e., when the foot is on the ground, the ZUPT

is used with foot-mounted IMUs [85]. This reduces the cubic integration error of the IMU to a

linear error. Errors of less than 2% of the traveled distance are reported [60]. In [90], the floor

type influences the gait so that optimized stance detectors for the different dynamic behaviors

can be used. It has been pointed out that the foot is not completely stationary wherefore step

lengths are often underestimated [26].

With two foot mounted IMUs additional constraints can be used. In [91], it is stated that the

feet have a minimum distance during walking. They achieve this distance when the swinging

foot passes the standing foot. This moment can be detected and used as a minimum distance

update.

Another way to use the gait dynamics is to count steps. In SHS, steps and their heading are

detected and the position is advanced by the step length [3, 78, 79]. The almost constant step

length of pedestrians is utilized here [6]. Despite the two-phase gait model with stance and
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swing, a four-phase model with heel-strike and push-off can be used to distinguish different

types of walking like upstairs, downstairs or level walking [80].

Stationary updates can correct the heading as well. In buildings, the heading stays close

to the cardinal direction of the building since people follow the corridors [94]. Turning motions

have to be detected so that the movement direction can change.

In addition to the stationary updates, free fall dynamics can be used. In jump height esti-

mation, the knowledge is used that jumping humans are essentially in free fall with a starting

velocity. The jump height is computed based on the free fall time [86].

In [93], the IMU is placed on a bicycle’s crank. The measured acceleration is maximal or

minimal if the gravitation and the centripetal acceleration are aligned, i.e., when the crank

points up- or downwards. These moments are detected and used to update the crank angle.

Prior knowledge is not only useful for indoor tracking where the GNSS is generally blocked

but also for outdoor purposes where the GNSS is temporarily unavailable or disturbed by mul-

tipathing or weather conditions. In these cases, pose estimation can be supported via route

maps. The maps can be used for direct curve matching via HMMs [19] or as position constraints

[21, 73]. While driving on the road could be modeled as unconditional knowledge, it is modeled

conditionally in practice. The reason is that multiple routes are possible at junctions and the

correct lane has to be extracted. This can be supported using multiple dynamic models that

model either keep lane or change lane [17, 20]. In [18], the road is divided into short straight

segments, and a Gaussian model for each segment is used.

Multiple dynamic behaviors of a system can be seen as a kind of conditional DOF knowledge

of the system. Usually, these are used in systems with unknown dynamic inputs, where the

dynamic behavior can be extracted from sensor measurements. Ships perform specific ma-

neuvers to drive on a route or to change it [10], different flight dynamics can be used to improve

radar aircraft tracking [88] and even different kinds of physical contact cause different dynamic

behavior [89]. Nevertheless, INS can be supported with this knowledge [87].

Usually, crashes with the environment are avoided by any system. In contrast, the rollocopter

in [92] maps the environment by crashing into it. Depending on the crash velocity and angle,

the rollocopter bounces off the environment with a computable acceleration and angular rate.

Even this knowledge can be used to improve the position estimate.

In general, the observability of conditional DOF knowledge can be analyzed like unconditional

knowledge. In the interpretation, the validity has to be considered. The state is only observable

at the times when the knowledge is valid.

Likewise, conditional DOF knowledge is used in state estimation like unconditional DOF

knowledge. The only difference is that a detector is needed to detect when the knowledge

is valid. Since the dynamic behavior also depends on the mode of the system, Multiple

Model (MM)-estimation techniques can be used [101]. The most popular is the IMM, which can

reduce the ever-growing number of possible mode sequences to a limited number of Gaussian

distributions [88, 102, 103]. The estimation quality can be improved by adaptively changing the

set of active modes in a variable structure IMM [9, 104]. If the models require different state

descriptions, the mixing introduced by [103] can be used to prevent state bias.
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3.3 Unconditional Domain Knowledge

Domain knowledge can be as simple as bounds on the state. For example, the acceleration

and velocity of an object are limited, which can be used to bound the velocity drift [11].

Feet are connected by the legs and hip [69, 70]. Thus, the pose estimation can be improved

by using two foot-mounted IMUs and constraining their maximum distance.

The aforementioned heading correction can be used as unconditional domain knowledge as

well. The cardinal heading directions of buildings have a higher prior probability than other

directions [68]. With this modeling, short direction changes are possible while long-term walks

are drawn towards the cardinal directions.

Bounds on the position can be much more complicated. In the simplest case, the route’s

width truncates the domain [29], but the width can also depend on the longitudinal position on

the route [66]. The complexity can rise to traversal maps that define all traversable positions,

e.g., road maps [13] or building maps [14–16]. Even detailed maps like Open Street Maps

(OSM), which contain the street type, elevation and obstacles like trees are used [54]. With

sufficient motion, a traversal map allows localizing inside a building [7]. It is also possible to

map the environment with a foot-mounted IMU alone since humans adapt their behavior to the

walls [57].

The observability of complex domain prior knowledge cannot be analyzed directly with the

known tools. Narrow boundaries may be modeled as equality constraints. In this case, the

knowledge can be analyzed with the observability tests for DOF knowledge. In contrast, com-

plex, multi-modal traversal maps can hardly be modeled as equality constraints. Without a

measurement equation, the tests cannot be applied.

The simple case of state boundaries can be incorporated into Gaussian estimators like the

Kalman Filter (KF). The constraint can be incorporated so that no action is taken when the

estimate does not violate the inequality. If it is violated, it is handled like an equality constraint

on the boundary [28]. Other possibilities are to truncate the Gaussian [28, 69] or to project it

into the allowed region via inequality-constrained least-squares optimization [70].

Due to the multi-modality, traversal maps are used with PFs [7, 14–16]. The PF has the

advantage that it can represent multimodal distributions with the particles, and that constraints

can be applied via importance sampling [29, 32]. The PF is used due to its simplicity, but can

fail if all particles violate the constraint [105]. As a workaround, the knowledge can be applied

in the prediction step by resampling predicted particles until they comply with the constraint. In

return, the computation time can grow infinitely [29].

3.4 Conditional Domain Knowledge

Conditional domain knowledge is rare in the literature. The only used type of knowledge is the

knowledge of event landmarks or rather event domains. These are positions where specific

activities, such as turning, opening doors or walking stairs, take place [74, 75]. The events

are detectable in the IMU data, but multiple positions on the map may correspond to the same

event. Thus, the constraint is multi-modal.
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The observability of conditional domain knowledge cannot be analyzed with the standard

tests just like the unconditional domain knowledge. Again, sufficiently narrow domains may

be modeled as an equality to analyze the observability. However, that is not possible in the

case of event-domain maps. Since multiple domains correspond to the same event, the true

event-position, which is required for a pseudo measurement, is unknown.

Although conditional domain knowledge applies an inequality constraint on the state, it is

used differently in the literature. If the positions of the landmarks are known, e.g., from the

building maps, the most common technique is map matching [74, 76, 77]. An SHS approxi-

mates the position transitions between two events and the probability for each possible location

transition is calculated. The Viterbi algorithm can extract the true position sequence [25].

Apart from map matching, the event landmarks can be effectively used as loop closures in

pedestrian SLAM [82, 83]. The output map contains the locations of the landmarks, which

indicates the room structure. In combination with crowd-sourcing, the landmarks’ positions can

be estimated with an accuracy of 0.8-1.5 m [81].

3.5 Observability Hierarchy of Prior Knowledge for MEMS INS

The observability of a system can be tested based on the measurement equations and the

dynamic model. A state is not observable if it can change without changing the measurements.

Thus, a state is not observable if it does not occur in the system’s measurement equations.

More measurement equations can be generated by differentiation [38]. Technically this

means to use a series of measurements to observe a state rather than a single measurement.

By derivation, other states can occur in the measurement equation. For example, in an INS,

the derivative of the position is the velocity. Depending on the dynamic model, further states

occur with further derivations. Therefore, a hierarchy of states exists. This hierarchy gives a

minimum requirement for observability of states: Either the state itself or an antiderivative state

have to occur in the measurement equation.

Such a hierarchy is helpful for prior knowledge as it can give us a first impression of the

observability without further proof. However, observability is not only about occurrence in the

equation. A state may be unobservable due to symmetries, where another state, which can

have the same effect on the measurement, conceals the change. Thus, an observability hierar-

chy based on occurence only is too simple. Instead, I derived an observability hierarchy based

on automated observability tests.

The rank observability criterion can automatically check the observability of a system [39].

Furthermore, it can be used to check the observability state-wise as described in [37]. The cri-

terion requires the time-continuous dynamic model in the linear input form (see Appendix 11.1)

and the measurement equation.

I tested the observability of an INS with all kinds of measurement equations of pure states,

e.g., a direct measurement of the heading. In addition to single state measurements, I tested

common knowledge about the velocity. The resulting hierarchy effectively gives the minimum

requirement for observability of each state (see Figure 6).
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3.5 Observability Hierarchy of Prior Knowledge for MEMS INS

Note that the hierarchy is still a minimum requirement, although it is based on an observability

test. The rank observability criterion does require sufficient motion to achieve observability.

The prior knowledge can specifically block the required motion. Consider a car driving on a

horizontal plane. The velocity in the z-axis would be constant which may yield information

about the accelerometer biases. However, the knowledge also constrains the orientation of the

car so that it can only turn around the z-axis. Thus, the measured x and y accelerations of

the IMU never affect the z-velocity. As a consequence, the accelerometer biases of these axes

cannot be observable.

Figure 6: Observability hierarchy for INS. An arrow from state a to b shows that b can get

observable if a is known. An equality sign (=) means that the states can yield ob-

servability in both directions. Symbols: Ground velocity vg, Gravity direction g, Body

velocity vb, Sideway velocity (vehicle constraint) vs, Forward velocity vf, Accelerome-

ter bias ba, Gyrometer bias bg.

The biases are at the lowest level of the hierarchy and can only yield themselves observable.

The gyrometer bias can get observable from any orientation or velocity dimension, while the

accelerometer bias requires knowledge about a velocity dimension. Interestingly, all three bias

dimensions can be observable by one superior state dimension.

The gravity direction can get observable from the ground velocity (||vx +vy||) or the z-velocity.

Knowing the direction of gravity also gives observability of the roll and pitch since this is the

inclination. Astonishingly, measuring either the yaw, roll or pitch can also yield the inclination

observable.

The world velocity dimensions do not yield observability of each other. The x- and y-velocity

only have the corresponding position dimension as ancestors. In consensus with the litera-
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ture [95, 96, 99], the ground and z-velocity can get observable from the body, forward, side-

ways, or norm velocity. The existence of gravity allows distinguishing between velocity along

the gravity axis and perpendicular to it. Furthermore, they can yield observability of each other.

The yaw and the position dimensions are at the top of the hierarchy. For INSs, the position

can only be observable if it is in the measurement equation since it has no antiderivative state.

In contrast, the yaw occurs in the derivatives of the world velocity to rotate the IMU measure-

ments. It does not have a parent in this hierarchy since I only considered a single equation at a

time.

I repeated the observability tests with multiple equations at once to test whether there are

any synergy effects where multiple equations yield observability of a state that is not observ-

able from a subset of the equations. Interestingly, no synergy effects occur for more than 2

equations. A complete list of the hierarchy can be found in Appendix 11.2.

Most of the synergy effects relate to direct computation rules. Any combination of the ground

velocity with either the yaw, the x- or the y-velocity yield the other two. The combination of x-

and y-velocity yields the ground velocity and the yaw. Despite these direct relations, the yaw

can be observable from knowing the gravity direction and either the x- or y-velocity.

The shown hierarchy emphasizes why map constraints are relevant for INSs. Since they are

functions of the position, they may yield observability of the pose of the system. In contrast,

knowledge about the velocity can yield observability of the orientation at best.
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4 The Human Gait as Prior Distribution

The regular pattern of the human gait is used in the literature as prior knowledge. The stance

phase is detected from the IMU data and either a step counting approach or the ZUPT is applied

to estimate the velocity [6]. In this chapter, I want to show that the gait can be modeled as a

multi-modal prior distribution instead. To achieve this, I adapt the IMM to manifolds so that it

can estimate the orientation of the INS. I further develop a manifold EKS and IMMS to improve

the results of the estimation. Then, I show a proof of concept that the IMMS can estimate the

gait phase and the pose simultaneously by using a narrow Gaussian for the stance and a wide

Gaussian for the swing phase. Overall, this chapter shows that conditional DOF knowledge can

be modeled as a prior distribution.

4.1 Boxplus Interacting Multiple Model Smoother [IV, V]

The IMM originates from radar tracking of aircraft [88, 106]. Motion models are used to match

consecutive radar measurements of the same aircraft, and this allows to track the aircraft with

higher accuracy. However, a single motion model cannot represent all possible maneuvers of

an aircraft. Thus, different models for straight flight, accelerated flight and turning are deployed.

The IMM can detect which motion mode is most likely. It runs a bank of filters for each

possible motion mode and compares their predictions with the measurements. The motion

modes are assigned a probability depending on their measurement prediction quality.

Usually, this task yields a sequence of motion modes. The motion mode can change at any

time, wherefore new possible sequences emerge at each time step. This is troublesome since

the estimator would have to track all possible sequences to find the most likely one. Hence, it

would have to manage an ever-growing number of sequences and estimate the state for each

of those [43]. Instead, the IMM only tracks the combined probability to be in a mode. This

reduces the number of estimated states to a constant. To do this, it mixes the estimates of all

filters at every time step.

The IMM is designed for vector states. It mixes the different filter estimates in a weighted

sum of Gaussians, using standard vector addition. Unfortunately, the vector addition destroys

manifold properties like the unit norm of rotation quaternions. Thus, manifolds cannot be used

in the IMM. A possible solution is to normalize the quaternions afterwards [107], but this can

negatively impact the estimation of mean and covariance.

To adequately use manifolds in the IMM, we combine it with the ⊞-method (pronounced

boxplus). This method has been successfully used to adapt EKF [108], UKF [46] and least-

squares estimation [II] to manifold states. It enables the algorithms to handle manifold and

vector compound states generically. I review the concept of the method in the next section,

while the interested reader can find the mathematical properties in [46] and [V].
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4.1.1 Boxplus Manifolds

Manifolds are a special case of equality-constrained spaces, similar to DOF knowledge. For

example, rotation quaternions are four real numbers with the additional constraint that their

norm is one. Hence, only three numbers would be required since the fourth can be calculated

with the constraint. This so-called overparametrization has to be considered in state estimators

since any change to the manifold has to satisfy the equality constraint [46].

It is possible to use only as many parameters as the manifold has DOF (three in the case of

quaternions). However, these representations have so-called singularities - points where the

value on the manifold changes only slightly while the representation jumps. A rotation by 180◦

or −180◦ results in the same orientation, but the difference in numbers is 360◦. These jumps

negatively impact state estimators.

The concept behind the ⊞-method is to represent the manifold with its overparametrization

but to express changes with fewer parameters [46]. To avoid the singularity, the changes are

expressed relative to the manifold in the so-called tangent space. It can be visualized on a

circle manifold (see Figure 7). In the presented case, the tangent space is a line tangential

to the circle at a reference r. Infinitesimally close to the reference, the tangent space and the

manifold coincide. For higher distances δ , one can find the resulting manifold after a change

by projection. This projection is encapsulated in the ⊞-operator. The inverse ⊟-operator (pro-

nounced boxminus) computes the difference between two manifold instances in the tangent

space of a reference. The result is the shortest path between them on the manifold, also called

the geodesic.

r

δ

r ⊞ δ

Figure 7: Circular manifold with tangent space (blue line) and a possible ⊞-projection (red

lines). Every δ in the tangent space can be projected to a position on the circle.

Knowing the overparametrization, the tangent space and the ⊞- and ⊟-operator is sufficient

to adapt Gaussian state estimation algorithms to manifolds [46]. In principle, all operations are

performed in the tangent space of the manifold. By using the mean value of the Gaussians as

a reference, the singularities are avoided.

4.1.2 Manifold Reference Transform

In the IMM, a filter for each mode of the system is used. Thus, using the ⊞-method would

result in multiple different references. That is a challenge because a ⊞-IMM has to combine
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4.1 Boxplus Interacting Multiple Model Smoother

r1

r2

Figure 8: The same Gaussian expressed in two different tangent spaces r1 and r2.

Gaussians expressed in different spaces (see Figure 8). A possible solution is to transform all

Gaussians to the same reference.

The same Gaussian distribution can have a different covariance if it is expressed with regard

to another reference. The reason is that the projection of the ⊞-operator is nonlinear and

can shrink distances3. In our work [V], we developed a linear approximation to this reference

transform.

4.1.3 Boxplus-IMM-Smoothing

With the reference transform, the IMM can be adapted to a ⊞-IMM. All Gaussians are trans-

formed to the same reference and in this tangent space, they can be mixed since it is a vector

space. We use the manifold average of the Gaussian means as the reference since it is a linear

approximation of the true mean of the combined distribution [IV].

The ⊞-mixing based on reference transforms outperforms the naive approach based on nor-

malization. It has a lower error on the mean and covariance calculation of the mixed Gaussian

(see Figure 9). If the Gaussian means are close to each other, the error of both methods is low.
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Figure 9: Mean and covariance error of boxplus and naive mixing compared to optimal mixing

over the angular differences of q1 and q2. Reprinted with permission from ref. [IV],

Copyright 2020 IEEE.

Based on the reference transforms, a Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS)-smoother can also be de-

3Precisely, a Gaussian expressed in another reference is not Gaussian anymore due to the nonlinear transform.

However, we assume Gaussianity such as in every nonlinear estimator.
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The Human Gait as Prior Distribution

rived. Ultimately, the smoothing on ⊞-manifolds only requires performing any computation that

requires two different Gaussians in the same tangent space. This results in the ⊞-EKS. The

complete derivation can be found in [V]. We combined our manifold smoother with the IMM

smoothing of [109] to create the first IMMS on manifolds: The ⊞-IMMS [V].

4.1.4 Evaluation and Discussion

We analyze the performance of the ⊞-EKS, the ⊞-IMM and the ⊞-IMMS on a simulated dataset

of an aircraft with an onboard camera. The aircraft performs constant-velocity and constant-turn

motion [110], and is localized via known landmarks.

To analyze the performance gain of the reference transforms, we compare to algorithms that

differ only in specific details. We use the ⊞-EKF, which is based on the constant-turn model as

a baseline estimator for all algorithms. The ⊞-EKS is compared to the Multiplicative Extended

Kalman Smoother (MEKS), which is a smoother specifically for quaternions. It only differs

from the ⊞-EKS in the covariance smoothing, where it omits the covariance transforms. The

⊞-IMM is compared to a naive IMM (N-IMM), which handles the quaternions like vectors and

normalizes after every change [107]. The ⊞-IMMS (⊞-RTSIMMS) is compared to an IMMS that

combines both reference algorithms (NM-RTSIMMS).
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Figure 10: Comparison of ⊞-algorithms and their reference algorithms. The algorithms peform

better if the metrics are lower. As an exception, the target value of the consistency

measure E(||x̂⊟ x||2P) is 6 (dashed line). Reprinted from [V] (CC BY 4.0).

The comparison shows that none of the algorithms performs better than the reference (see

Figure 10). That is unfortunate since we expect at least an improved covariance estimation

through the considered reference transforms. The estimators lack improvement since the dif-

ferent mode estimates are all close to each other in the IMM. Thus, the difference between the

linear approximation and the normalization approach has no measurable effect. The reference

transform is almost an identity function, at least for the used rotation quaternions.

Nevertheless, the ⊞-algorithms have an advantage over the reference solutions. They are

fully generic towards the state and do not need any normalization procedure. Therefore,

we combine the ⊞-algorithms with an automatic differentiation framework [111] based on

ceres [112] to create algorithms that are easy to use and generic4.

4The implementation is available at https://github.com/TomLKoller/Boxplus-IMM.
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4.2 Prior Modeling of the Gait

4.2 Prior Modeling of the Gait

The human gait can be modeled as two distinct Gaussian distributions (see Figure 2 in the

Introduction). One Gaussian represents the stance phase during the gait. Its mean is zero and

it has a low covariance. In principle, this Gaussian models the soft ZUPT.

The second Gaussian represents the swing phase. During the swing, higher velocities occur.

Thus, the Gaussian has a high covariance. The covariance of the IMU measurement is much

lower, wherefore this Gaussian allows to follow the movement measured by the IMU. The zero

mean reduces high-velocity estimates slowly so that the estimate does not raise unrealistically.

The ⊞-IMM is used with an unusual approach. Usually, the dynamic models are different in

the IMM, while the measurement is the same for each mode. In this case, I use the standard

INS dynamic model without biases5 for both modes and apply the Gaussians as separate

pseudo measurements on the mode filters. This approach allows using the prior distribution in

the IMM.

The model has multiple parameters that can be adapted to optimize the estimation. The co-

variances of the Gaussians and the transition probabilities between the modes can be adapted.

In principle, these parameters could be optimized for the gait of each user. The optimal param-

eters are found by a grid search on real world data based on the position error of the IMM.

4.3 Evaluation and Discussion

The IMM approach is evaluated on the pyShoe dataset [113]. This dataset contains walking

trials with continuous ground truth in a room and sparse ground truth in a hallway. In [113],

multiple state of the art detectors are implemented, which are used for comparison. I use two

different sets of parameters. The first set is optimized on the room dataset6 and the second on

parts of the hallway dataset7.

The IMM approach can successfully detect the motion pattern of the human gait on the

room dataset. The mode probability oscillates between the stance and the swing phase (see

Figure 11a). The detected stances of the best detector, according to [113], fall into the stance

phase of the IMM. The IMM expects longer stance phases since it does not detect the time

point of exactly zero velocity. Instead, it detects low velocity phases in the data.

The IMM detects when the estimated velocity agrees with the prior distribution. Thus, it fails

to detect the stance phase if the estimated velocity is inconsistently high for any reason. The

IMM cannot detect any further steps, as seen in Figure 11b). That is a major drawback of the

approach since it cannot recover from such a state.

If the mode detection of the IMM fails, the position estimate is also impacted. The estimate

does not resemble the real trajectory. If the phase detection is successful, the position estimate

does look like the true path (see Figure 12a). The position estimate appears to be too short,

5Although the biases are theoretically observable from the ZUPT, their estimation is disturbed by the remaining

velocity error [26].
6Room parameters: Stance Cov.: 0.1, Swing Cov.: 2.0, Transition prob.: 0.271
7Hallway parameters: Stance Cov.: 0.1, Swing Cov.: 3.78, stance to swing prob.: 0.5, swing to stance prob.: 0.4
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Figure 11: The mode probability of the IMM approach compared with the best detector ac-

cording to [113]. The gray background displays when the best detector detects the

stance phase. The trials were selected from the room dataset.

i.e., the estimated step length is too small. This results in a slow drift of the position estimate. A

possible reason is that the room dataset covers only small walking distances while the hallway

dataset contains large distances. With the parameters of the hallway dataset, the step length

estimate is corrected almost completely (see Figure 12b).

In Table 2, the IMM and IMMS approach are compared against the LSTM classifier of [114].

The IMM’s Averaged RMSE (ARMSE) is higher by at least a factor of two and the IMMS im-

proves the results only slightly. The failure state occurs in trial 2, where the LSTM approach

has a high error as well. The IMM approach cannot compete with the state of the art on its

current level. However, it is remarkable that the simple prior distribution model achieves results

that close to the state of the art. The approach has a high potential for improvement, e.g., by

using time-dependent transition probabilities (sojourn time) [73], more accurate phase models

or four-phase models of the human gait [80].

Overall, the IMM is an entirely new approach for conditional prior knowledge. The knowledge

is modeled as a multi-modal prior distribution and applied as a pseudo measurement instead

of an explicit detector. Parameters of the prior distribution model can be retrieved from suitable

real-world data. The major drawback of the approach is that it can enter an unrecoverable

state where it cannot detect any further steps. The advantage is that the mode detection and

state estimation are integrated into one algorithm. This allows to probabilistically handle the
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4.3 Evaluation and Discussion

detection so that false detections can be corrected. Although the approach is outperformed by

state of the art detector-based approaches, the evaluation shows the potential of the concept

to model prior knowledge as prior distribution.
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Figure 12: The position estimate of the IMM approach compared against detector-based ap-

proaches for a single trial of the hallway dataset. The pedestrians return to the start.

Table 2: Comparison of the IMM and IMMS approach against the LSTM classifier [114].

Trial # IMM ARMSE IMMS ARMSE LSTM ARMSE

1 1.533 1.495 0.456

2 21.000 17.858 1.746

3 1.228 1.218 0.609

4 1.416 1.360 0.677
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5 Terrain Maps as Prior Distribution [I–III]

Terrain maps are a complex constraint on the position. They can also contain information about

the heading. Hence, they are a rich source of information for pose estimation. These maps can

be used to model streets or vehicle tracks. In the literature, they are used in conjunction with

a barometer [22, 23] or transformed into an inclination map [1, 31]. I show that terrain maps

can be modeled directly as a prior distribution and used as a pseudo measurement, using track

cycling as an example for an indoor application.

5.1 Track Cycling

Track Cycling is an umbrella term for various bicycle races on an indoor track [115]. The athletes

compete to be the fastest in sprints or long races. IMU and pose data could be used to rate

the athletes’ performance for training purposes. A proof of concept study [116] already showed

experimentally that the available knowledge in track cycling corrects the position drift.

Figure 13: The track of the Sixdays Bremen. Reprinted with permission from [II]. Copyright

2019 IEEE.

Two kinds of knowledge are available about track cycling: The athletes drive on a bike and

the bike stays on the track (see Figure 13). Bikes have the wheeled vehicle property that they

drive only in their heading direction. Thus, the vehicle constraint can be applied [8]. This can

be modeled as unconditional DOF knowledge:

vb =







∗

0

0






+ εv, (10)

which means that the body velocity vb is 0 except for the forward direction. Due to slip and drift

of the wheels εv, the constraint does not hold exactly wherefore it is a soft constraint.

The racing track can be modeled as a terrain map which is again unconditional DOF knowl-

edge. The prior distribution of the state can be modeled as a pseudo measurement. The

current height z of the bike has to coincide with the height of the track h at the x, y position:

h(x(t),y(t))− z(t)+ εh = 0, (11)
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where t is the current time. This pseudo measurement models that the bike has zero distance

to the track’s surface. It has several advantages over the methods in the literature. First, a

barometer, as in [22, 23], is not required since the pseudo measurement acts on the state only.

Still, it could be fused with a barometer indirectly as it improves the z estimate. Second, the

model does not simplify the track to only a portion of its information value. An inclination map,

as in [1, 31], would ignore parts of the information gained from the combination of the map and

the acceleration measurement of the IMU.

The track consists of two straight parts, which are tilted planes connected by two 180◦ curves

(see Figure 13). These curves are shaped cone-like. They are cones except that their inclina-

tion depends on the angle [III].

5.2 Observability Analysis

We only use DOF knowledge in the modeling of track cycling. Thus, it is possible to test the

observability with standard tests. The observability properties of the non-holonomic vehicle

constraint have been analyzed already by [96]. IMU biases, inclination and the velocity magni-

tude are observable if the vehicle drives a curve. Due to the track’s shape, it is given that the

bike drives curves. However, the athlete can drive straight on the straight parts. This should

cause the estimates of the inclination and velocity to diverge on the straight parts and to be

corrected in the curves. The IMU biases evolve slowly, wherefore they should not be affected.

We conduct the observability analysis under the assumption that the IMU biases, inclination

and velocity magnitude are observable at all times. As stated, this is wrong in the mathematical

sense. However, the information from the curves can be backpropagated to the straight parts,

wherefore the error on the states is still low and bounded.

The already known results greatly simplify the observability analysis. Since observability

means that a function exists that retrieves the states from the measurements, the states can

be assumed to be known for the remaining analysis [III]. Thus, it is only required to prove that

using the terrain map yields the position and the heading observable.

We use the test from [38], which requires that the Jacobian of the measurement equations

is invertible. It requires as many measurement equations as unobservable states, in this case,

four. The first measurement equation is the pseudo measurement (11) and the other three are

retrieved by derivation.

The observability has to be analyzed separately for the straight and curved parts. On the

straight parts, the heading is observable as long as the bike drives a curve or does not face

outward of the track. The intuitive reason for the observability is that the inclination on a tilted

plane directly corresponds to the heading. Since the inclination is known the heading can be

retrieved.

Due to the complexity of the Jacobian in the curves, we conducted a numerical analysis. The

analysis shows that the position and heading are observable in the curves if the biker drives at

a constant distance to the curve’s center. Since this is a common way to drive, we conclude

that the state is observable.
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Assuming that the heading is observable, it can be shown analytically that the position is

observable in the curves. The assumption is reasonable because the heading is observable

on the straight parts and only small heading errors occur due to the gyrometer error. With the

known heading, only the three position axes remain unobserved, whereas the measurement

derivatives only contain information about the x and y axes. Each row of the Jacobian is the

gradient of the pseudo measurement or its derivative with respect to the x and y axes. The

state is unobservable if the Jacobian is not invertible, i.e., these gradients must be linearly

dependent. Consequently, the gradients of the derivatives are linearly dependent throughout

the whole motion, wherefore the whole trajectory can be translated orthogonal to the gradient

direction without violating the terrain map knowledge [III]. Ultimately, this means that the state

can only be unobservable if the terrain map locally resembles an extrusion of the position

trajectory, which is not possible for a trajectory that drives through a complete curve.

Overall, the analysis shows that the pose is reasonably observable with the given knowledge.

The mathematical proof shows that the system is not observable on the straight parts. Thus,

we expect the error to increase on the straight parts and to reduce in the curves.

5.3 Least-Squares Solution

The knowledge in track cycling is DOF knowledge, wherefore any state estimation that can

handle measurements can be applied. The gold standard for this task is the least-squares

optimizer since it optimizes the whole trial at once and backpropagates information from later

time steps. Backpropagation is important in this application since the position is unobservable

on the straight parts.

We model the application as a series of states xk (4) connected by the INS’s dynamic

model (5) without using the magnetometer and compute the most likely state sequence with a

least-squares estimator based on ceres [112]. The vehicle constraint (10) and the terrain map

constraint (11) are applied every step. With this kind of solution, two challenges arise: The

positioning of the sensor on the bike and the correct initialisation of the algorithm.

Original Body Frame Body Frame

Position

Offset

Figure 14: Placements of the IMU on the bike. The measurements of the main frame IMU are

transformed to the contact point with the track. Adapted from [III] (CC BY 4.0).

The prior knowledge is only valid for the contact point of the wheels with the track. Other
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positions have nonzero distance to the track and can have velocities to the sides due to the

tilting of the bike. Unfortunately, the IMU cannot be placed at the contact point. Instead, we

place the IMU at the main frame and transform its measurements to the contact point of the

back wheel (the body frame, see Figure 14). This is straightforward for the angular rate because

it is only a rotation. In contrast, the acceleration is disturbed by the centrifugal and Euler

accelerations [117]. These accelerations are induced by the rotational motion and the lever

arm between the IMU and the body frame. To correct them, we add the acceleration, angular

rate and angular acceleration to the state description. We apply the IMU measurements to

these states instead of using them directly in the dynamic model. The centrifugal and Euler

accelerations are incorporated into the measurement model. This has the advantage that the

undisturbed acceleration at the contact point is estimated.

While least-squares solvers are the gold standard to achieve the best estimate, they suffer

from bad initialization states. The reason is that they use gradient descent techniques to find

the optimum, which cannot correct the case, where the initial guess skips half a round or more.

Thus, a proper initial guess that at least estimates the position down to half-round level is

required.

The initial guess can be attained by using a simplified system model. The traveled distance

along the track is required as the initial guess. That would place the initial states close enough

to the true states to use the gradient descent. Thus, we model the track as a single line, i.e.,

with zero track width. The line is like a rollercoaster or train rail which defines a relation between

the position and the curvature. It can yield observability of the traveled distance [I]. The only

condition is that the curvature axis changes, which is true for the track’s curves.

To compute the initial guess, we use a line motion model in an UKF smoother and applied the

angular rate as a measurement of the current curvature. The simplified system requires huge

dynamic noise. The noise effectively models the lateral position error. While this elegantly

utilizes the observability of the simplified system, other techniques to compute the initial guess

like the moving horizon approach [118] could be applied with less restrictions on the terrain

map.

5.4 Dataset and Results

We evaluate the least-squares estimator on a real-world dataset. The dataset contains IMU

data of three trials at the Sixdays Bremen track [115]. Each trial is at least 60 rounds (10km)

long. As ground truth, six self-made laser optical barriers measure when the bike passes

specific positions. We compare the measured passing time with the computed time based on

the pose estimates.

To grasp the meaning of a timing error in position terms, we multiply the time error with the

top speed of around 12m/s. The average RMSE is 1.08m which shows the capability of the

method. The error does not increase over time which shows that the terrain map corrects the

drift. A video with the projected estimate8 shows qualitatively that the error increases on the

8The video can be found at http://www.informatik.uni-bremen.de/agebv/zavi.
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Terrain Maps as Prior Distribution

Figure 15: Trajectory of a biker in the first trial after 100 iterations of the optimizer. The optical

barriers are shown as red lines. The red color indicates that the bike actually passes

a barrier (measurement), whereas blue indicates that the estimator predicts that the

bike passes a barrier. The green color shows where prediction and measurement

agree. Reprinted from [III] (CC BY 4.0).

straights and decreases on the curves, as expected from the observability analysis.

Initially, we transformed the IMU measurements to the position on the track beneath the IMU

instead of the contact point of the back wheel [II] (see Figure 14). This violates the vehicle

constraint as it does not hold for that position during turns [119]. As a consequence, the RMSE

increases to 1.15m.

5.5 Discussion

With track cycling, we showed experimentally and mathematically that the position can get fully

observable from a terrain map without additional sensors. Interestingly, the pose observability

is conditional, while the knowledge of the terrain map and the vehicle constraint is not. The

straight parts yield information about the heading, which is a main factor in the position drift.

In the curves, the INS’s drift is corrected. Therefore, it is required to reason about the error on

the straight parts. If the athlete drives straight on it, not even the velocity is observable, which

could cause a strong drift. The drift is only limited by the information gained from the curved

parts. Thus, long and slow drives on the straight part cause high errors. However, these occur

rarely during a race.

Conceptually, our approach is similar to the inclination map in [1, 31]. The inclination map

seems to be advantageous over a terrain map, since the inclination can be observed from an

IMU combined with the vehicle constraint. Our work shows that the estimator can infer the

pose from the position prior itself. Thus, terrain maps can be used as the prior distribution of

the position directly.
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5.5 Discussion

The initial evaluation with the wrong body frame shows that it is essential to model the knowl-

edge accurately. The original body frame violates the vehicle constraint in curves. As a conse-

quence, the pseudo measurement is systematically biased, which increases the error.

Simplifying the track to an 1D route allows computing a suitable initial guess. The lateral

position is not relevant for the initial guess, wherefore the simplification is feasible. However,

the used strategy only works for terrain maps that can be seen as a route. For open spaces,

approaches like the Moving Horizon Estimator (MHE) could be used.

To sum it up, this work has shown that terrain maps can yield full observability of the pose,

and thus, correct the position drift using only the accelerometer and gyrometer. The approach

to model the maps as a prior distribution and to use this as a pseudo measurement is shown to

be effective. It allows using standard state estimators and standard observability tests. Thus,

any advancement of these methods can be applied to terrain maps.
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Event-Domain Maps as Prior Distribution

6 Event-Domain Maps as Prior Distribution [VI]

Like terrain maps, event-domain maps contain information about the position and the heading.

However, they cannot be modeled as Gaussian pseudo measurements since they are multi-

modal. The same event may correspond to multiple locations in the world. In the literature, this

is handled with HMMs [25]. The movement between two detected events is estimated from the

IMU measurements. It is used to compute how likely the system moves from one landmark

to another based on the moved distance. In principle, the Viterbi algorithm [120] matches

the movements to the event-domain map and extracts the most likely sequence of landmarks.

Instead, I model the event-domain map as a multi-modal prior distribution on the position and

fuse it with the measured movements of the IMU. I evaluate the methodology on bouldering

as an application example because the movements are limited to a small area which is easy to

track with ground truth sensors.

6.1 Bouldering

Bouldering is a climbing sport without downfall protection other than gym mats. It has received

scientific interest in the last decade. The sport has been enhanced by augmented reality pro-

jected on the wall [121] and a camera that tracks movements. This enables climbers to project

self-designed routes or the shadow of more experienced climbers in order to learn from them

[121], or to dodge virtual chainsaws in gamification approaches [122]. Performance parameters

can be accessed through wearables at the wrists [123]. They also allow detecting the climbed

route, which is interesting for the administration of the boulder gym [124]. The data can be used

to decide which routes are replaced or restructured.

Furthermore, bouldering is an exciting example of event-domain maps. The climbers need

to grip at holds or wall features to climb up (see Figure 16). Thus, their hands do not only stop

movement, but they are also restricted to a subset of the whole state space. In contrast to the

event landmarks in PAC, the bouldering holds are close to each other, which should enable

precise tracking of the position.

Bouldering presents an additional challenge since the event of gripping at a hold may not

be distinguishable from other events. Climbers can support themselves by placing their hands

against the wall. Furthermore, the topology of holds does allow gripping at different positions

and orientations at the same hold. Thus, a point landmark is insufficient to model every possible

hold.

6.2 Observability Analysis

Since the hands stop when the climber grips a hold, a ZUPT can be used. Thus, the biases of

the IMU, the magnitude of the velocity and the inclination are observable [99]. The position and

heading remain unobserved.

Unfortunately, the domain knowledge cannot be analyzed with the classical observability

tests. In theory, a position measurement yields observability of the position and heading. How-
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6.3 Divided-Estimation Solution

Figure 16: Bouldering with inertial sensors at the hands, feet and hip. The sensors are tracked

with infrared motion capture markers that provide ground truth position. Only the

hand sensors are used in the current study. Extracted from the dataset of [VI] (CC

BY-NC 4.0).

ever, it cannot be detected unambiguously at which hold the hand is or whether it is at a hold at

all. Thus, the system can only be observable if the correct sequence of grips can be extracted.

6.3 Divided-Estimation Solution

Event-domain maps are challenging prior knowledge. They are multi-modal and non-Gaus-

sian. Thus, Kalman filter based algorithms or least-squares can hardly be used to estimate the

position. A Particle Filter (PF) is the usual approach to solve this kind of constraint. Since the

PF represents the estimate with a large number of particles, it can handle almost any kind of

information. The problem is that the INS has a relatively large state dimension of 18, wherefore

a PF would need an immense amount of particles to represent it accurately.

This problem is solved in both PDR and PAC by dividing the state estimation. As a first step,

the IMU data is used together with the gait knowledge to estimate single steps and their head-

ing. These are further combined to transitions between event landmarks for PAC. The retrieved

transitions are fused with the map or landmark information in a second stage estimator. PDR

uses PFs to handle the binary nature of the building maps [7]. In PAC, it is common to use

HMMs, where the transitions are used to calculate the hidden state transition probabilities [25].

We generalized the concept of dividing the estimation to apply it to conditional domain knowl-

edge. The dividing itself has the drawback that information from the domain knowledge does

not improve the estimates of states in the first estimation. In PAC, this is done artificially by re-

calculating the step length based on the transition length between event landmarks [25], while

it is ignored in PDR. Actually, the information propagation can be dropped if the states are
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already estimated well. Our idea is to estimate only the observable states in the first step. If

the states are already observable without the domain knowledge, we expect that the estimation

has only minor errors that accumulate in the position. In this example, the observable states

coincide with the transition states (everything except position and heading). Overall, we use a

3-step methodology:

1. Detector Stage: The relevant events are detected, which results in a detector function

d(k) that is 1 when the conditional domain knowledge is applicable and otherwise 0.

2. Transition Estimation: The observable states between two detected events are estimated.

3. Domain Sampling: The unobservable states are sampled and refined by the conditional

domain knowledge.

This methodology is a concept to create divided-estimation solutions for conditional domain

knowledge applications. It does not dictate which algorithms have to be used. In general, every

classifier can be used as the detector. Since the transition estimation is bound to observable

unimodal states, the same algorithms as for DOF knowledge can be used. In domain sampling,

any sampling approach like the PF or Bayesian Occupancy Grid (BOG) filters can be used as

long as they can represent the multi-modal distribution of the knowledge.

For bouldering, we applied a moving window approach that thresholds on the acceleration’s

standard deviation [125] as the detector. Again, the transition estimator is a least-squares es-

timator as in the track cycling application. Instead of the vehicle constraint, the ZUPT is used

at every time step with a detected grip. Since the heading is not observable from the measure-

ments, we added the magnetometer measurement as a heading reference. The magnetometer

is prone to magnetic disturbances, but it corrects the ever-growing drift.

For domain sampling, we use a PF smoother that can backpropagate information. It can

localize at which hold a trial started. This is usually ambiguous because most routes have two

start handles and it is not regulated which hand starts at which handle.

As stated, the climbers are not limited to gripping at the holds but can grip anywhere on the

wall. Thus, there is a small probability that gripping does not occur at a hold. We modeled this

as a uniform probability to grip anywhere. Gripping holds themselves is modeled as a ball set

around the center since it is unknown how the athletes grip exactly. We smoothed out the sets

with Gaussian tails to account for the border’s ambiguity.

To combine the probabilities of the different grip positions, we use a maximum logic, i.e., only

the highest likelihood is used. This models that the participant can only grip at one position at

once. Thus, each particle implicitly represents a whole sequence of grip positions rather than

the cumulative probability of being at a position regardless of the sequence. That is similar to

the HMM method in PAC, which extracts the most likely sequence of event landmarks via the

Viterbi algorithm [25]. To account for the multi-modal distribution, the PF clusters the particles

based on the last grip position and outputs the mean of the most likely cluster.
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6.4 Dataset and Results

To evaluate the methodology, we collected a dataset with 27 participants who performed over

750 trials. The dataset contains IMU data of the hands, feet and hip. It contains ground truth

positions via infrared markers and video data of the trial. The participants gave their written

consent to publish their data open access so that this dataset is the first open access dataset

for bouldering 9.

Twelve different routes were recorded, including a self-designed route to force dynamic jumps

to reach the holds. The PF smoother achieves a median error of 0.132m on the dataset (see

Table 3). The smoother greatly reduces the error compared to the transition estimation with a

median error of 0.266m. While the median error is promising, there are many trials where the

tracking fails, i.e., where the wrong sequence of holds is estimated.

Table 3: Results of the transition estimator, PF and PF smoother.

Adapted from [VI].

Algorithm 25% Qtl. Median 75% Qtl. RMSE Max

Transition 0.125 0.266 0.544 0.560 6.135

PF 0.108 0.145 0.320 0.441 4.265

PF smoother 0.101 0.132 0.231 0.413 4.265

The tracking can fail due to different reasons [VI]. While most of these have technical reasons

(sensor errors, magnetic disturbances, particle depletion) two issues relate to the observability.

Uncompleted trials, i.e., when the participants stop before reaching the top, have much higher

errors than completed trials. These trials contain fewer transitions, wherefore the start handle

often stays ambiguous.

Figure 17: Routes of the first climb wall in the study. The ground truth map of the routes is

projected onto the holds.

9Download at http://www.informatik.uni-bremen.de/zavi-datasets/info.html.
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The second issue appears on the dark green route (see Figure 17). The route is built of two

vertical lines of holds. The starting handle is often estimated wrongly, even in completed trials.

A possible reason is that the athletes only climb vertically with their hands so that both routes

have a reasonable probability. However, the issue does not appear on the purple route which

is almost identical.

6.5 Discussion

The value of the conditional domain knowledge lies in the transitions between the domains.

As seen in the experiments, trials with only a few transitions contain insufficient information

to determine the true position. The reason is that other paths with the same transitions are

possible. This finding directly relates to a possible concept of observability: A sequence of

landmark positions is only observable if there is no other path with similar transitions. While

this seems simple, the similarity between paths is dependent on the noise of the transition

estimation.

Our divided approach sets a new focus on the observability of the states. Observable states

are estimated in the transition estimation. Although we call it the transition estimation, not

all transition states are observable. For example, the heading error introduced by magnetic

disturbances is unobservable. Unobservable states are sampled in the PF. This allows using

the full transition rather than the traveled distance only and to refine the unobservable transition

states probabilistically. SHS could also benefit from this divided approach. While the step count

is measured, the heading and the step length could be sampled in the PF.

Modeling the event-domain map as a multi-modal prior distribution has led to a PF-based

solution. Compared to the HMM approach [25], it has the advantage that arbitrary prior dis-

tributions are usable. Thus, event locations can be modeled with more detail than a point

location. Bouldering would be challenging to solve with HMMs since the possibility to grip at

other places than the known landmarks exists. In the PF, this can be modeled straightforwardly

with the prior distribution. Overall, our approach allows for more general event-domain maps

while it preserves the maximum likelihood logic of the HMM approach. Unfortunately, parti-

cle depletion can occur. The PF may fail to estimate the true position sequence due to this

algorithmic failure rather than insufficient information.

The PF approach is advantageous in applications with additional information. For example, in

PDR not only the event-domain map constrains the position. The building map also constrains

the position between landmarks. While HMMs cannot apply building maps, it is straightforward

in the PF. Thus, conditional and unconditional domain knowledge can be fused to improve the

estimation in future work.

In essence, our approach enables using event-domain maps probabilistically with the well-

studied PF. Arbitrary distributions are applicable without increasing the algorithmic complexity.

If the grip sequence is extracted correctly, the position drift can be reduced. Yet again, modeling

the knowledge as a prior distribution leads to an effective pose estimator based on standard

methods.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis, I studied the usage of prior knowledge with IMUs. This topic is studied extensively

in the literature with various types of knowledge and applications. Often, the prior knowledge

is modeled as a prior probability distribution. I followed this concept and applied it to three

types of knowledge where it has not been applied entirely: The human gait, terrain maps and

event-domain maps. As a result, the contribution of this work is twofold: New applications solely

based on inertial sensors and prior knowledge are presented and the algorithmic integration of

the prior knowledge is generalized.

Up to now, the knowledge about the human gait has been used in detector-based ap-

proaches [6]. This work presents a new approach to model the gait as a multi-modal prior

distribution. Based on this model, the gait phase and the pose are estimated simultaneously in

a manifold IMM. The necessary IMM and its smoother have been developed and tested on a

real-world dataset. The result is a new class of state estimators for conditional DOF knowledge.

Two sports — track cycling and bouldering — were investigated in this thesis. Datasets

were collected and published open-access to evaluate the estimators in challenging real world

scenarios. In both applications, the INS’s drift is corrected by a map and knowledge about the

velocity. Thus, the IMU is the only required sensor. The knowledge is applied using suitable

standard state estimators, namely a least-squares estimator and the PF. The estimated pose

and velocity are valuable to access the performance of the athletes automatically or by a coach.

For track cycling, the terrain map has been generalized to a pseudo measurement on the

position. This generalization could be used with any terrain map without transforming to an

inclination map as in [1, 31]. This work presents the first formal proof of observability for terrain

maps with INS. Thus, it proves that terrain maps can yield observability of the pose. Extrusion

shapes are an exception since they contain ambiguities that render the pose unobservable,

wherefore additional sensors would be required. However, further measurements can be fused

with the knowledge straightforwardly since a standard state estimator is used.

For bouldering, the grip positions were modeled as an event-domain map. This map type is a

generalization of the landmark maps in PAC [25, 74], which are used to match detected events

to landmarks. In this work, a divided-estimator solution based on least-squares estimation and

the PF has been developed to handle arbitrary distributions of the event-domain. Thus, the

approach is usable for all kinds of event-domain maps of any application. Furthermore, the

methodology enables fusing the maps with all kinds of measurements and knowledge; either in

the transition estimation or the domain sampling.

Overall, I successfully applied the concept of prior knowledge as prior probability distributions

on different types of knowledge. In each case, the knowledge is fused with the IMU measure-

ments by generic state estimation algorithms and each example application was solved ade-

quately. This showcases the capability of the concept to aid INS with prior knowledge. Even

complex map knowledge is applicable with standard state estimators so that the position drift is

corrected. Therefore, this work has shown that modeling prior knowledge as prior distribution

is a standardized approach to integrating knowledge in sensor fusion.
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Future Work

8 Future Work

Although all implementations were tested on real-world data, this thesis aimed to showcase

general concepts rather than solving specific applications. Thus, the shown solutions have the

potential for improvements.

The failure state of the IMM approach for human gait estimation is currently non-recoverable.

It is possible that the current modeling of the gait is overly simplified. That could cause the

failure state since the estimator cannot cover the real world motions. The modeling could be

improved with other pseudo measurement models, e.g., a model with positive velocity norm,

or by adding more models for other gait patterns like running. Detailed models have a high

value in this approach since they may improve not only the state estimate but also the phase

estimate. Furthermore, non-Gaussian models could be used by adapting the current ⊞-IMM to

use a PF for each mode. However, it might be necessary to resort to a specialized routine to

recover from the failure state.

Beside the human gait, the IMM approach could be used for stationary modes in general

[60, 84, 85]. It is also thinkable to apply it to inline skating, where the stance phase follows the

vehicle model rather than a ZUPT.

In the track cycling study, we already showed that a lever arm between the surface and the

IMU position can be compensated. In particular, this is necessary for vehicles since the IMU

can hardly be positioned at the surface contact. One could investigate whether it is possible to

compensate for more advanced lever arms. For example, in [93], an IMU is placed in the pedal

and used to estimate the velocity based on the cadence. It is effectively an odometer that does

not rely on curved motion. The better observability of the velocity on the straight parts could

improve the position estimate if this changing lever arm can be compensated.

As already stated, the MHE may be used to compute the initial guess in track cycling instead

of the ad-hoc initial guess via the line model. The MHE could be used instead of the least-

squares optimizer to enable online estimation. A real-time capable system could be used for

cars during GNSS [1, 31] outages or in track cycling itself to access the state of the race

automatically.

The event-domain map in bouldering has improved the tracking of the hands in the dataset.

Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to analyze the observability of domain knowledge theo-

retically. Possibly, an observability criterion based on set theory [126, 127] can be used in the

future to identify challenging room configurations.

With the presented methodology, event-domain maps, as in PAC, could be combined with

building maps. That could improve the tracking accuracy since the transitions between land-

marks would be constrained further.

Conditional domain knowledge like event-domain maps is underrepresented in the literature

compared to the other classes. It has a high potential for new state estimation schemes. It

may be used to detect on which floor an elevator is exited, or to track climbing stairs. Since

arbitrary prior distributions can be used, whole rooms could be used as landmarks if they have
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any detectable features. For example, the floor type identification of [90] could be used for this

purpose. Furthermore, additional sensors could be used if the event or the distinctive property

cannot be detected in the IMU data. The arbitrary distributions also allow using statistical user

behavior which is influenced by the environment. For example, pedestrians may slow down at

bottlenecks in a building [128].

All things considered, this thesis contributes general approaches to use prior knowledge.

Hereafter, they should be deployed in new applications based on inertial sensors.
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11 Appendix

11.1 Continuous Linear Input Dynamic Model of an INS

g(x,~aI, ~ωI) = f0(x)+
(

f1(x) f2(x) f3(x)
)

∗~aI +
(

f4(x) f5(x) f6(x)
)

∗~ωI

f0 =

















0.5qI
W ∗

(

0

−~bg

)

~vW

qI
W ∗ (−~ba)+~g

~09×1
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0
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∗qI
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09×1

















, f2(x) =
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, f3(x) =
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f4(x) =
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, f5(x) =
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, f6(x) =
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1
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11.2 Full Observability Hierarchy for multiple Equations

Notation:

a > b 7→ a may yield observability of b;

a = b 7→ a and b may yield observability of each other;

[a,b] 7→ groups a and b.

[pz,Ground velocity]> [Body velocity,Non-Holonomic,Forward v,|v|]

[vz,Ground velocity]= [Body velocity,Non-Holonomic,Forward v,|v|]

[vx,Ground velocity]> [vy,Yaw]

[vy,Ground velocity]> [vx,Yaw]

[px,py]> [Ground velocity,Gravity direction,Roll,Pitch,Yaw]

[px,vy]> [Ground velocity,Gravity direction,Roll,Pitch,Yaw]

[py,vx]> [Ground velocity,Gravity direction,Roll,Pitch,Yaw]

N
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[Ground velocity,Yaw]=[vx,vy]

[|v|,Yaw]> [vx,vy]

[Body velocity,Yaw]> [vx,vy]

[Forward v,Yaw]> [vx,vy]

[Non-Holonomic,Yaw]> [vx,vy]

[Body velocity,vy]> [vx,Yaw]

[Non-Holonomic,vy]> [vx,Yaw]

[Forward v,vy]> [vx,Yaw]

[|v|,vy]> [vx,Yaw]

[Body velocity,vx]> [vy,Yaw]

[Non-Holonomic,vx]> [vy,Yaw]

[Forward v,vx]> [vy,Yaw]

[|v|,vx]> [vy,Yaw]

[px,Body velocity]> [vy,Yaw]

[px,Non-Holonomic]> [vy,Yaw]

[px,Forward v]> [vy,Yaw]

[px,|v|]> [vy,Yaw]

[px,Ground velocity]> [vy,Yaw]

[py,Ground velocity]> [vx,Yaw]

[py,Body velocity]> [vx,Yaw]

[py,Non-Holonomic]> [vx,Yaw]

[py,Forward v]> [vx,Yaw]

[py,|v|]> [vx,Yaw]

[px,Gravity direction]> [Yaw]

[px,Roll]> [Yaw]

[px,Pitch]> [Yaw]

[vx,Gravity direction]> [Yaw]

[vx,Roll]> [Yaw]

[vx,Pitch]> [Yaw]

[py,Gravity direction]> [Yaw]

[py,Roll]> [Yaw]

[py,Pitch]> [Yaw]

[vy,Gravity direction]> [Yaw]

[vy,Roll]> [Yaw]

[vy,Pitch]> [Yaw]

[py,pz]> [Yaw]

[py,vz]> [Yaw]

O



11.2 Full Observability Hierarchy for multiple Equations

[vz,vy]> [Yaw]

[pz,vy]> [Yaw]

[pz,vx]> [Yaw]

[vz,vx]> [Yaw]

[px,vz]> [Yaw]

[px,pz]> [Yaw]

P
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